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1 Introduction
In recent years, the search for dark matter has broadened beyond weakly-interacting mas-
sive particles in the GeV-TeV range. There has been a resurgence of interest in improving
experimental sensitivity to sub-GeV dark matter, while much progress has also been made
in neutrino experiments (see e.g. refs. [1{3] for recent overviews). In addition to uncovering
the nature of dark matter, these searches could open a window onto a rich dark sector that
must often accompany it. The dark sector's experimental signatures often share many
similarities with those of dark matter and neutrinos. Moreover, dedicated experiments
have been proposed to look specically for the spectacular signal of long-lived particles
decaying back to the visible sector. The generality of such dark sectors requires an appro-
priate framework in which to characterise the sensitivity of these various searches. Many
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models, either simplied or top-down motivated, have been constructed and used as bench-
marks. Here we propose a bottom-up eective eld theory approach to characterise the
phenomenology of light dark sector searches more generally.
Dark sector elds are singlets under the Standard Model SU(3)c  SU(2)L  U(1)Y
gauge groups. They are motivated by observations of neutrino masses and dark matter,
which require additional particle content that may well involve an extended dark sector,
and arise generically in many models of new physics addressing a variety of problems.
Additionally, dark sectors with potentially rich phenomenology are a generic prediction of
compactied string theory (see e.g. [4{7] for recent studies and reviews). Indeed, there is
nothing exotic about singlet charge assignments under the Standard Model gauge groups;
we already know of particles that are SU(3)cSU(2)L singlets, so it is reasonable to suppose
others may exist that go a step further in being uncharged under U(1)Y as well.
In full generality, the visible sector of the Standard Model can be described as commu-
nicating with dark sectors through so-called \portal" operators, O(d)SM. They are formed by
singlet combinations of Standard Model elds. For a portal operator of (mass) dimension
d, we may write its Lagrangian interaction term with a dark sector operator O(d0)DS , with
dimension d0, as
L  cijO
(d)i
SMO(d
0)j
DS
d+d
0 4
ij
: (1.1)
The quantity ij is a dimensionful scale and cij is a dimensionless coecient; if d+ d
0 > 4
then the interaction is associated with an eective non-renormalisable Lagrangian where ij
is related to the heavy mediator mass and cij is a Wilson coecient. If the light dark sector
is only connected to the Standard Model through heavy mediators, as for example in hidden
valley models [8], the resulting scale suppression would provide a natural explanation for
the weakness of the dark sector's interactions with the visible sector.
The rst few portals ordered by dimensionality are listed in table 1. The lowest-
dimensional portal operators are the well-known Higgs, vector, and neutrino portals (see
e.g. refs. [9{13] and references therein):
jHj2 (d = 2) ; (1.2)
F (d = 2) ; (1.3)
LH (d = 5=2) ; (1.4)
where d is the mass dimension, F is the electromagnetic (or hypercharge) gauge eld
strength and the Higgs and lepton doublet elds are denoted by H and L. The low
operator dimensionality of these portals allows them to form renormalisable interactions
(d+ d0  4) with the hidden sector. For example, the Higgs portal may couple to another
scalar; the vector portal can kinetically mix with a hidden sector gauge eld strength;
and the neutrino portal can be responsible for neutrino masses through a right-handed
neutrino coupling.
The next lowest-dimensional singlet operators involving Standard Model fermions are
those that we dub \fermion portals".1 These are singlet combinations of Standard Model
1The fermion portal terminology has also been used for the unrelated model of ref. [14].
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Portal Operator Dimension
Higgs jHj2 2
Vector F 2
Neutrino LH 5=2
Fermion   3
Table 1. Portal operators in the Standard Model, ordered by their mass dimensionality.
fermion elds, of which the lowest-dimensional takes the form
 i j (d = 3) ; (1.5)
where  represent the Standard Model fermions and the dierent types of contractions
are left implicit. At the level of unbroken electroweak symmetry, these portals can only
form higher-dimensional operators of dimensions 5, 6 or greater with the dark sector,2
suppressed by some eective eld theory cut-o scale. The heavier the cut-o, the weaker
the interaction between the visible and dark sectors. Searches for light, weakly-coupled
dark sectors in fermion portals could then also yield complementary information about the
scale of heavier new physics mediating the interaction.
For example, the neutral current dimension-3 fermion portal of eq. (1.5), O(3)SM , can
form a dimension-5 operator with a derivatively coupled scalar,
@


O(3)SM : (1.6)
The prototypical example of this is the familiar axion, where the scale suppression is
related to the axion's symmetry-breaking scale. For some recent phenomenological studies
of constraints on the scale of the axion decay constant, see for example refs. [15{19].
In this paper we characterise the sensitivity of dark sector searches focusing on the
case of neutral current fermion portals to a pair of light dark sector fermions.3 In this case
the dark sector fermion  forms a dimension-6 four-fermion operator with the Standard
Model fermion pair of eq. (1.5),
1
2
( )O(3)SM ; (1.7)
where we focus on the tensor structures    f; 5g. We consider in this work four-
fermion operators coupling the dark sector fermions to quarks (with eective couplings giju
2The portal of eq. (1.5) can make a dimension 4 interaction with a hidden sector vector boson, but a
light gauge boson is often included as part of the vector portal phenomenology. Depending on the nature
of the new vector boson, and whether it mixes with hypercharge or a conserved current of the Standard
Model, the phenomenology can be very dierent. Here we shall be concerned with heavy mediators.
3We note that there are also 3-fermion singlet combinations,  i j k (d = 9=2), such as diujdj . Since
they carry baryon number B = 1 they must couple to a hidden sector fermion that carries the opposite
baryon number. Such a singlet fermion with baryon number and no lepton number has been discussed
e.g. in refs. [20, 21]. Ref. [20] also categorises the various singlet fermion lepton number assignments that
would forbid the renormalisable neutrino portal operator at tree level. Indeed, there exists a rich set of
possibilities for dark sector fermions beyond the familiar right-handed neutrino with lepton number L = 1,
though we will not consider them any further here.
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and gijd where the indices i; j refer to the generation of SM fermions) and charged leptons
(with eective couplings gijl ). We will typically choose particular ratios gu : gd : gl and
present the limits in terms of =
p
g, where  is a mass scale and g represents the overall
coecient (that we also refer to as the eective coupling).
Light dark sectors are typically probed by an extremely wide range of experiments
usually referred to as the intensity frontier of particle physics. They share a relatively low
center-of-mass energy, high available statistics and very good background rejection. We
will use three general type of accelerator-based experiments (a complete list of the searches
we have implemented can be found in table 7 in appendix B):
 First, there are the dedicated avour experiments, which can be either based at e+e 
colliders such as the B-factory experiments BaBar [22], Belle-II [23], or at beam dump
facilities such as the Kaon factories NA62 [24] or E949 [25]. These experiments are
typically used for missing energy (mono-photon) dark sector searches or for indirect
limits using invisible B=K meson decays.
 Second, we have neutrino-focused experiments that are typically based on proton
beam dumps. These include the past experiments LSND [26], CHARM [27] or the
current near-detector experiments MiniBooNE [28], and NOA [29]. Here dark sector
particles, abundantly produced at the beam dump, can travel alongside neutrinos and
either scatter or decay in the detector if they are suciently long-lived.
 The third class of experiments are dark sector-oriented ones. Past experiments were
typically searching for axion-like particles or dark photons and were based on electron
beam dump experiments. Their sensitivity relies on the electron's bremsstrahlung
into the dark sector, whose large cross-section typically compensated for their some-
what lower statistics. Additionally, a signicant fraction of proposed new experiments
will be either LHC-based (such as FASER [30], CODEX-b [31], and MATHUSLA [32])
or based on a proton beam dump (such as SHiP [33] or a possible extension of
SeaQuest [34]). While we aim for a comprehensive coverage of existing experimental
limits, we do not attempt to provide projections for all upcoming intensity frontier ex-
periments and will instead focus on a few representative examples. A more complete
list can be found in, e.g. refs. [1, 2].
We also discuss astrophysical and cosmological constraints on dark sector elds linked
to the SM by a fermion portal. While such particles can constitute all or a fraction of the
observed dark matter relic density and must not overclose the universe,4 we will not derive
limits based on this criteria here, as they depend strongly on the inner dynamics of the
dark sector states. Indeed, we do not require that the dark sector states make up any of
the dark matter, or be cosmologically stable. On the other hand limits from the observed
cooling rates of supernovas and the cosmic microwave background can provide relatively
model-independent constraints on fermion portal dark sectors with masses below the tens
of MeV range. These indirect observational constraints can be complementary dark sector
probes to the direct experimental searches listed above.
4For some recent works involving four-fermion operators with dark matter at the LHC, see e.g. [35{38]).
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The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we summarise the various production
mechanisms relevant for the fermion portal operators, from light to heavy meson decay
processes and direct parton-level production. Section 3 focuses then on the various rele-
vant search channels at accelerator and beam-dump based experiments, including decay
and scattering signatures of dark sector particles, invisible meson decay limits and mono-X
searches. Section 4 presents a selection of the relevant astrophysical limits, from SN1987A
cooling to an estimate of early universe cosmological limits. Finally, section 5 is dedicated
to a presentation of the results obtained using our public code DarkEFT. We show dierent
representative choices of models and in particular illustrate the eectiveness of the formal-
ism through the example of a relatively heavy dark photon (in the tens of GeV range).
The appendices contain more detail about the meson decay production mechanisms as well
as a brief presentation of the DarkEFT companion code, released alongside this paper and
dedicated to the recasting of existing dark sector limits into constraints on the fermion
portal operators.
2 Dark sector production through the fermion portal
Dark sector fermions can be produced via the fermion portal through various processes
involving quark and lepton bilinears. In this work we will be agnostic as to the avour
pattern of the Wilson coecients of the eective operators. These may in principle involve
both avour-diagonal and o-diagonal couplings. Our results will be as general as possible,
so that they may be applied to any model of dark sector fermions coupling to the SM via
a mediator far o-shell.
The production channels of dark fermions we consider here are:
 Light meson decays: this channel depends on the nature of the meson and the oper-
ator | axial vector or vector. It typically proceeds through an associated decay, e.g.
0 ! , or via a fully dark decay, e.g. 0 ! . This channel requires non-zero
couplings gu or gd to up or down quarks respectively.
 Heavy meson decays: this channel will be important for vector charmed quarks, e.g.
J=	, or for avour-violating rare meson decays. This channel depends on couplings
to heavy quarks such as gc to charm or gb to bottom. The latter in particular will
require non-avour-diagonal couplings.
 Direct production either at the parton level, via pp !  or pp ! jet + , or in
electron colliders, via ee!  or mono-photon ee! .
The production of light dark sector fermions through bremsstrahlung, p(e)N !
p(e)N, is also possible, although often with smaller cross-sections than some of the
processes listed above. This production mechanism, when paired with a search for missing
momentum/energy as an experimental signature, can be quite powerful to search for light
dark sector particles [39{41], as it does not require a visible decay, and therefore a further
g=2 suppression. We defer study of this production mechanism and detection approach
to future work.
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Interestingly, parton-level production is usually irrelevant in standard portal searches
for low mass dark sectors, since QCD perturbativity breaks down before the mediator scale.
In our fermion portal model, this is no longer the case as long as the mediator mass is larger
than the QCD scale, so that direct production becomes essentially constant for low dark
sector masses.
In the following, we will consider the most generic case in which there are two dark
sector states, 1 and 2, with masses M1 and M2 respectively (we will generally take
M2 > M1). All our results can be trivially applied to a one state scenario by setting
M1 = M2. We now consider in turn each of these production mechanisms.
2.1 Light meson decays
Light mesons are abundantly produced in proton-based colliders and beam dump exper-
iments. Furthermore, their decays typically proceed with a relatively long lifetime which
tempers the strong suppression from the fermion portal's high scale. For a meson M , the
nal production number Nprod of the dark sector state 2 (in association with 1 and
possibly another SM particle X) is given by
Nprod = NM  BR (M ! 12(+X)) / M
4
m
4
; (2.1)
where Mm is the meson mass and  is the scale of the fermion portal operator. Heavy
mesons are then expected to interact more with the dark sector than lighter fermions
and can dominate the production rate. This is somewhat reminiscent of Higgs portal
phenomenology, where the dark sector also couples more strongly to heavier fermions,
though the eect is even more pronounced in the fermion portal case as it has a quartic
dependence on the meson mass compared to a quadratic dependence for the Higgs portal.
Note that this eect is balanced in part by the fact that lighter mesons have a smaller
decay width, as summarised in table 2, so that their branching ratio into dark sector elds
is enhanced.
Depending on the pseudo-scalar or vector nature of the light unavoured mesons, the
type of operator (vector or axial vector) will be critical in determining the possible channels
for dark sector production in meson decay. We shall consider eective vector-vector (V-V)
operators of the form
L 
X
q2u;d
gq
2
(12)(q
q) ; (2.2)
and axial-vector couplings (AV-AV) corresponding to operators of the form
L 
X
q2u;d
~gq
2
(1
52)(q
5q) ; (2.3)
where we have included the possibility of having two states in the dark sector, with a mass
splitting   jM2j   jM1j. Depending on which one is the most relevant, we will also use
the normalised splitting
  jM2j   jM1jjM1j : (2.4)
The splitting can be taken to zero to recover the single state case.
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We will consider Dirac fermion dark sector states 1 and 2. In the following we shall
summarise the results for the various amplitudes; details of the calculation can be found
in appendix A. For most decays, we present both the small splitting limit,   1, and
a saturated splitting where M1  M2 (  1). For all numerical results we use the
full amplitude which are straightforwardly derived once the eective couplings relevant to
the corresponding decaying meson are known. In all the rest of this section, and unless
explicitly specied otherwise, one can obtain the decay rates for mixed operators AV-V or
V-AV by replacing M1 by  M1 in the V-V or AV-AV expressions respectively. The result
from the V-V operator can also be used for the so-called \pseudo-Dirac case" [42] when 1
and 2 are Majorana states originating from a single Dirac eld.
5 Interestingly, most of the
phenomenology (for instance the type of meson decays, the avour-violation eects, etc.)
depends only on the Standard Model part of the operators so that the following results can
also give a rough estimate of the constraints one could expect for other dark sectors not
considered here, for instance with scalar elds instead of fermions.
Vector coupling. Due to the vector nature of the eective operator, the decay of light
pseudo-scalar mesons have to proceed through the axial anomaly with an associated photon
production. The dominant production mechanism is then 0; ; 0 !  with a decay
amplitude of the form
 P;V =
2g2P
f2
4
 em
3(4)5
Z M2P
(jM1j+jM2j)2
ds
s(M2P   s)3
M3P

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
r
1  4M
2
1
s

1 +
2M21
s

(small splitting, V)
2

1  4M
2
1
s
3=2
(small splitting, AV)
2 +
M22
s

1  M
2
2
s
2
(non-degenerate)
(2.5)
and we have used the eective couplings gP as dened in table 2, with P  0; ; 0 and
the pion decay constant f = 130:7 MeV. The strong numerical suppression factor arises in
part from the loop-induced axial anomaly and in part from the phase space suppression for
this 3-body decay. Furthermore, we recover as expected the scale suppression by M4P =
4.
Both eects combined imply that the dominant production mechanism in most cases
will in fact be vector meson decays. Indeed, for dark sectors coupling to the SM through a
vector current, vector mesons can decay directly into dark sector particles, e.g. ; ! ! ,
5The inclusion of a small Majorana mass term triggers the splitting of the Dirac fermion into two
Majorana fermions. An important subtlety is the fact that if one insists on keeping positive masses from
both Majorana fermions, the mixing matrices become complex. In the case of an initial vector coupling for
the Dirac fermion coupling, the interactions term then contains both a leading vector 1
2 interaction
and a sub-leading axial-vector one 1
52. For larger splitting, both interactions become relevant and
it is preferable to use instead a negative mass M1 with a purely axial-vector interaction 1
52. Note
that this limit also extends naturally to the case where the Majorana component dominates, in which case
both the masses are positive.
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Meson decay Vector current Axial-vector current Dark photon  M (GeV)
 ! XX g0 = 2gu + gd / e" 7:7  10 7
 ! XX g = 1:5gu   0:7gd + 0:6gs / e" 1:3  10 6
0 ! XX g0 = 1:2gu   0:6gd   0:9gs / 1:3 e" 2:0  10 4
! XX g = 1:3gu   1:3gd / resonant 0:15
! ! XX g! = 1:2gu + 1:2gd / resonant 8:5  10 3
 ! XX / ~g0 = (~gu   ~gd)=
p
2 / 7:7  10 7
 ! XX / ~g = 0:6~gu + 0:6~gd   0:9~gs / 1:3  10 6
0 ! XX / ~g0 = 0:5~gu + 0:5~gd + 1:1~gs / 2:0  10 4
Table 2. Approximate scaling of the eective couplings for the various meson decays through
vector and axial-vector currents, presented in section 2. The dark photon case is also listed for
comparison. We refer the reader to appendix A for details. The last column lists the Standard
Model width of the meson,  M .
with a decay width given by
 U =
g2Uf
2

24
 M
3
U
4

1  (M2  M1)
2
M2U
3=2
1  (M2 +M1)
2
M2U
1=2
2 +
(M2 +M1)
2
M2U

;
(2.6)
where U  ; ! with the eective couplings g2U dened in table 2. While the  suppression
remains, the two-body nature of the decay and the absence of em suppression strongly
enhance this decay compared to the previous one. Altogether, as can be seen in gure 1(a)
and gure 1(c), the production for the vector coupling case is strongly dominated by the
decay of vector mesons.
In gure 1(a) and gure 1(c) we summarise the corresponding branching ratios for the
vector case as a function of the dark sector fermion mass. The couplings are chosen to
be either aligned to the electromagnetic ones, gu = 2=3, gd = gs =  1=3, for gure 1(a),
or following a \baryonic" coupling gu = gd = gs = 1=3 for gure 1(c). We have set the
splitting at  = 0 and 20 for the solid and dashed lines respectively. In particular, following
the scaling presented in table 2, we see that the production from  meson decay is strongly
suppressed in the baryonic regime. Note that the denition of the eective coupling g in
table 2 is presented to one-decimal precision, and therefore should not lead to an exact
cancellation in the baryonic regime when gu = gd. This is reected in gure 1(c), where
we have used the full numerical precision included in the DarkEFT code.
Axial vector coupling. Here the dominant contributions from meson decay arises from
the direct decay 0; ; 0 ! , with a decay width given by
 P;AV =
~g2P f
2

8
 MP
4
(M1 +M2)
2 

1  (M2  M1)
2
M2P
3=2
1  (M2 +M1)
2
M2P
1=2
;
(2.7)
where we have used the eective couplings ~g2P dened in table 2 and taken P  0; ; 0.
Notice that, similarly to the standard calculation of the decay 0 ! , the decay ampli-
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Figure 1. Branching ratios as a function of dark sector fermion mass for various meson decays for
(a), (c) the vector-current operator and (b), (d) the axial-vector operator, with  = 0 ( = 20)
between the dark sector states in solid (dashed) lines. The upper and lower gures show the eect
of changing the relative couplings to up- and down-quarks. Couplings to strange-quarks have been
assumed to align with the down-quark coupling.
tude depends quadratically on the dark sector mass M1 due to the helicity suppression of
the decay amplitudes [43].
In gure 1(b) and gure 1(d) we summarise the corresponding branching ratios for the
axial-vector case as a function of the dark sector fermion mass with a splitting  = 0 (20)
in solid (dashed) lines. The couplings are chosen to be either Z-aligned, with gu = 1=2,
gd = gs =  1=2, or uniform across the quarks as in the baryonic case. Notice that this
latter case corresponds to a pion-phobic regime and strongly suppresses the production
rate at small masses.
Finally, one can obtain the overall number of produced dark sector particles at a given
beam dump point by factoring in the typical ratio of mesons per Proton-on-Target (PoT)
for the various beam dumps and beam energies. These ratios are listed in table 3. We
have checked using the code EPOS-LHC [44] as distributed within the package CRMC [45]
that the number of mesons per proton-on-target were consistent with the ones used in
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Experiment Ebeam Target PoT N0 N N0 N N!
CHARM [27] 400 GeV Cu 2:4  1018 2:4 0:3 0:03 0:3 0:25
LSND [26] 0:8 GeV Water 0:92  1023 0:14 0: 0 0 0
MiniBooNE [28] 8 GeV Fe 1:86  1020 2:4 0:1 0 0:1 0:1
SHiP [33] 400 GeV W / Pb* 2  1020 10 1 0:08 1:1 1
NOA [46] 120 GeV C 3  1020 1 1=30 1=300 1=30 1=30
SeaQuest [34] 120 GeV Fe 1:44  1018 3:5 0:4 0:04 0:4 0:4
HL-LHC (barn) [30] 14 TeV pp L = 3 ab 1 4:3 0:5 0:05 0:5 0:5
Table 3. Beam and target characteristics for various experiments, along with the total number of
protons on target (PoT) and the average number of a given meson per proton. Ebeam is the beam
kinetic energy. The SHiP design is not nal. References point either to an analysis paper in the
case of existing constraints, or to prospective bounds in the case of future experiments. The ratios
quoted for NOA account only for primary mesons (see [46]). For MiniBooNE, we use the ratios
and normalisation from the recent o-target analysis [28].
the works referenced in table 3. Where only partial information on meson production
was available we completed the table using the above codes. The overall normalisation
(typically given by the number of 0 per PoT) tends however to vary strongly from analysis
to analysis. In the best cases, GEANT4 simulations of the full hadronic and electromagnetic
cascade, supplemented by experimental data are used (as for MiniBooNE in [28]). Several
other studies use either PYTHIA8 simulations of a pp process with similar center-of-mass
energy, or experimental data from pp collision to extract the meson multiplicity, which
tend to underestimate the production (hence leading to conservative limits). Intermediate
approaches, such as those presented above using EPOS-LHC, simulate the pN process, but
do not include the subsequent showers. In our case, we typically do not choose between the
various methods since the overall normalisation depends on the analysis that we will use
later for recasting limits; certain studies choose only to keep primary mesons while others
use the full hadronic shower components. In particular, this is the case for the projection
for NOA from ref. [46] which chooses to keep only one 0 meson per proton on target.
For the case of SHiP, where we provide estimates for a 10 events reach, we use the overall
normalisation to be around  100=PoT, based on the EPOS-LHC results (though we note
that a PYTHIA8 approach in ref. [47] found around  60=PoT).
2.2 Heavy meson decays
Due to their larger masses, heavy meson decays into dark sectors are signicantly less
suppressed than the light ones. Despite their low production rates in most intensity frontier
experiments, they can still be important production mechanisms for new light states.6
Furthermore, since their kinematic distributions dier signicantly from the ones of the
lighter mesons, the nal experimental eciencies for dark sector particles originating from
6For example in the case of Higgs portal scenarios, where the presence of a Yukawa interaction in the
coupling between the dark sector elds and the quarks typically favour heavy mesons. We leave for future
work the recasting of existing studies such as [48].
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Figure 2. Branching ratios as function of the light dark sector mass for B and K heavy mesons,
with M1 = M2 = M. We have set the relevant couplings gij = 1 and the eective scale  = 1 TeV.
their decay cannot be inferred from existing decay and scattering searches which do not
include them. Consequently, we will follow two complementary directions: we calculate
directly the limits from their invisible decays, for which one need not assume any particular
detection eciencies, and we present naive 10-event projections at SHiP as an order-of-
magnitude estimate for the reach of searches based on heavy meson decays.
We shall focus on the decays mediated by the vector eective operator, which can
be separated into avour diagonal ones, ; J=	; ! , and avour-violating ones such
as B ! K; , etc. The expression for the decay width of the former has been al-
ready estimated in eq. (2.6), with the corresponding decay constants given in table 4 of
appendix A.
For the three-body decay of heavy pseudo-scalar mesons, we extend the study of ref. [18]
for the case of axions to our four-fermion portal operator generated by an o-shell mediator
(see also ref. [49]). We consider the B and K mesons, whose sensitivities are enhanced by
their heavier mass and avour-violating decays through o-diagonal vector couplings:
L 
X
ij
gij
2
(12)(qi
qj) : (2.8)
The three-body decay of a heavy meson P (mass M) into a lighter meson P 0 (mass M 0)
and two dark sector fermions  through a contact interaction is derived in appendix A. In
the massless  limit, denoting gPP 0 as the relevant eective coupling (dened in table 4 in
terms of eective quark couplings gij where i; j denote the quark avour), the decay width
reduces to
 P!P 0 =
g2PP 0 jf+(0)j2
4

M8   8M6M 02 + 8M2M 06  M 08 + 24M4M 04 log MM 0

7683M3
: (2.9)
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Meson decay !  J=	!  !  B ! K B !  K ! 
f+(0) / Decay const. 241 MeV 418 MeV 649 MeV 0:32 0:27 1:
Eective coupling (gPP 0) gss gcc gbb gbs gbd gsd
Table 4. Form factors f+(0) in the case of pseudo-scalar mesons decay from [18, 50] of the form
P 0 ! P and eective decay constant for the avoured vector meson decay from [51], as well as
the relevant eective couplings (gPP 0) for the various heavy meson decays through vector currents,
presented in section 2.2.
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Figure 3. (a) Cross-sections for the proton partonic production processes at  = 1 TeV for
uu; d d !  for the SPS (400 GeV) beam and for the NuMI (120 GeV) beam (b) Cross-section
times 4 at LHC for pp !  + jets as a function of the new physics scale . In both cases, the
theoretical errors on the cross-section are obtained by varying the renormalisation scale by a factor
of 2 or 1=2 with MadGraph.
The hadronic form factor f+(q
2) is obtained from lattice results in ref. [50]; for a momentum
transfer q2  (pP pP 0)2 ! 0 its value is between 0:23 and 1 depending on the decay process
(see table 4). Since the q2 dependence of the form factor does not vary signicantly for
the purpose of setting limits, we take these constant values as a good approximation. The
branching ratios are plotted for various B and K meson decays in gure 2 as a function of
the light dark sector mass with no splitting between the two dark sector masses.
In order to get an estimate for the number of B mesons produced at SHiP, we multiply
the number of protons on target, Nprot = 2 1020, by the ratio of the B meson production
cross-section per nucleon, B ' 3:6 nb, to the total proton-nucleon cross-section, pN '
40 mb. For K0S , K
  and K+ we nd that the multiplicities of 0.232, 0.224 and 0.331,
respectively, from ref. [52] agree well with our EPOS simulations for proton-proton collisions
at
p
s = 27:4 GeV. However, the target for SHiP is tungsten where we nd instead a
factor of  2:5 enhancement in multiplicities. These numbers are used to generate a naive
projection of limits assuming 10 events, based on the routine presented in the next sections.7
7The study of such signatures in the case of a new light decaying pseudo-scalar was done for example in
refs. [49, 53].
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2.3 Parton-level dark sector production
When the centre-of-mass energy Ecm of the relevant beam-dump or collider experiment is
larger than O(1) GeV, direct parton-level production can become relevant. In the case of
dark sector production at beam dump experiments for a target of atomic number Z and
mass number A, the nal direct cross-section production is given by
p+A! = Zp+p! + (A  Z)p+n! : (2.10)
The total number of produced pairs of dark sector particles can then be deduced as
Ndirect =
p+A!
p+A
NPoT ' Z=A p+p! + (1  Z=A) p+n!
pp
NPoT ; (2.11)
where NPoT is the number of protons on target and p+A is the total scattering cross-section
on the material. The second equality makes the (strong) assumption that \screening"
eects, which make the typical proton-nuclei cross-sections scale proportionally to Am
rather than A (typically with m  0:7 for the energy of intensity frontier experiments),
apply similarly to new physics processes as to the Standard Model8 (see e.g. [50, 54, 55]).
Assuming for now that both nal dark sector states have similar mass, the cross-section
can be written for a process with a center-of-mass energy
p
s as
(p(P1) +N(P2)! )
=
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
dx1dx2
X
q;q
fNq (x1)f
N
q (x2) ( q(x1P1) q(x2P2)! ) ; (2.12)
where we have introduced the parton distribution function (PDF) fNq for the parton N
(proton p or neutron n), the sum runs over all quarks and antiquarks and the initial
momentum of the quarks in the cross-section (qq ! ) depends on the momentum
fractions x1 and x2.
In practice the neutron PDFs can be determined from those for protons using isospin
symmetry. Factorising the eective couplings between the dark sector fermions and the
quarks, gu and gs, we obtain
p+p! = 2
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
dx1dx2
h
fpuf
p
u g
2
u + f
p
df
p
d
g2d
i
 qq! ; (2.13)
p+n! =
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
dx1dx2
h
fpuf
p
d
+ fpdf
p
u
i
(g2u + g
2
d) qq! ; (2.14)
where we neglected the quark masses and factored out the couplings in the last cross-section
8Note furthermore that this assumes that the experiment is designed such that all protons of the beam
interacts with the target. This approximation also does not account for the hadronic shower development.
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to obtain9
qq! =
1
36
s
4

1  (M2  M1)
2
s
3=2
1  (M2 +M1)
2
s
1=2
2 +
(M2 +M1)
2
s

:
(2.15)
It turns out that in the regime of interest, the PDF ratios follow the scaling
p+p!  (2g2u + 1:2g2d)0p+p! (2.16)
p+n!  p+p!=2  (g2u + 0:5g2d)0p+p! (2.17)
where 0p+p! is estimated in the electromagnetic alignment gu = 2=3; gd =  1=3 and
shown in table 5 in the limit M1;M2  Ecm. This scaling is accurate at 20% in the region
of low M1 + M2 mass compared to the center-of-mass energy Ecm. We have estimated
the cross-section using CTEQ6.6M pdfs both directly from the above formula and through
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO platform [56] with the eective theory model implemented in
FeynRules [57] to create the UFO module [58]. The renormalisation scale choice was
left dynamical, chosen as the sum of the transverse mass of the outgoing dark sector elds
divided by 2.10 We show in gure 3(a) the cross-sections for the uu; d d !  (for a
proton-proton process), which corresponds to choosing gu = 1; gd = 0 and gd = 1; gu = 0
respectively in the equations above. Note that in the numerical process, we combine
both curves using the relations from eq. (2.16) and account for a slight dependence of the
coecient on the energy of the initial beam.
We implemented the dark photon direct production with the same approach in order
to recast the limits later on. In this case the renormalisation scale is set to the dark photon
mass corresponding to the resonant Drell-Yan production [12]. Since the dark photon is
typically quite light, we probe a dierent renormalisation scale range in this case, but one
still has typically
DPp+p!V!  2DPp+n!V! : (2.18)
As long as the total mass of the dark sector fermion pair M1 + M2  Ecm  , the
cross-section is roughly constant and independent of the actual dark sector masses. But
an additional diculty arises when the eective scale becomes of the order of the centre-
of-mass energy of the process considered; the eective theory starts becoming unreliable
since direct mediator production should dominate. This issue is mostly relevant for LHC
9Similar results can be applied in the case of the dark photon of mass MV , which we will use to recast
existing searches with M1 M2 M:
qq! =
1
36
s
(s M2V )2 +M2V  2V
r
1  4M
2

s

1 + 2
M2
s

;
and the couplings are given as g2q = gDeQq with Qq the quark electric charge, gD the dark gauge coupling
and  the kinetic mixing.
10When estimated directly, we chose Q = 500 GeV for the LHC though we note that eq. (2.16) was not
signicantly modied by varying it from 250 GeV to 1 TeV.
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LHC (14 TeV) LHC (13 TeV) SPS (400 GeV) FNAL (120 GeV)
0 (pp! 12) 4:6 pb 4:0 pb 0:016 fb 0:004 fb
Table 5. Cross-section for direct production in various high-energy proton beam experiments
for M1 + M2  Ecm for the eective couplings (as dened in eq. (2.2) and eq. (2.3)) chosen as
gu = 2=3; gd =  1=3, with the operator scale of  = 1 TeV.
searches and has been intensely studied in recent years following searches for dark matter
at the LHC through eective operators. While various approaches have been suggested
(see e.g. [59] for a brief summary), the general strategy is to restrict on an event-by-event
basis at the Monte-Carlo generator level the typical energy of the process to be below the
eective eld theory scale.11
While we will later consider briey for completeness some of the mono-X limits from the
LHC, our dominant interest and strongest bound will come from direct \dark" production of
a dark sector pair that is subsequently detected by a dedicated experiment such as FASER
or MATHUSLA. Removing the requirement for an additional high-pT particle signicantly
increases the potential reach of the EFT. We illustrate this in gure 3(b) for the associated
pp ! X dark sector production (relevant for mono-X searches) where we present the
typical cross-section as a function of the eective operator scale, following the procedure
described in ref. [59].
3 Hunting for the fermion portal's dark sectors
3.1 Long-lived dark sectors
Searches for hidden particles in both beam-dump and accelerator-based experiments can
typically be decomposed between a production stage and detection stage. The former was
described in the previous section; it usually takes place at an interaction point (either
the beam dump target or collision point for accelerators), while the latter occurs in a
shielded detector farther away. Furthermore, most of the searches follow simple cut-and-
count strategies (up to rare exceptions, for instance missing energy searches [22, 60]); we
can therefore decompose the expected number of signal events as
N ' Nprod  E  Psig ; (3.1)
where Nprod is the number of produced dark sector states, E is a detection eciency which
contains all the details about the search channel eciency of the experiment considered,
and Psig is the probability that a dark sector state leads to a signal event in the detector
(for instance a decay or a scattering). In most of this section, we will place limits on
our fermion portal framework by reinterpreting existing dark sector searches focused on
dark matter, dark photons or dark Higgs bosons. We neglect to a rst approximation the
dierence in kinematics.
11Depending on the model, one can choose the most generic scale: Ecm, or, if the process is derived for
example from a dark photon model, the maximal virtuality Qtr =
pjp1 + p2 j2 of the mediator (as used
recently in e.g. [36]).
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Experiment Distance Decay length Average j~pj [GeV] PoT / Lumi.
D [m] L [m] Meson
LSND [26] 34 8:3 0:1 0:92 1023
MiniBooNE [28] 488 R = 6 1 1:86 1020
SBND [64] 110 5 1 6:6 1020
NOA [29] 990 14:3 8 3 1020
SeaQuest [34, 65] 5 5 8 1 1020
CHARM [27] 480 35 14 2:4 1018
SHiP [33] 60 65 14 2 1020
MATHUSLA [32] 100 35 1000: 3 103 fb 1
FASER [30] 480 10 1000: 3 103 fb 1
Table 6. Experimental data for various relevant high-intensity frontier experiment. Note that
MiniBooNE is a spherical detector of radius R  6m. For standard beam-dump experiments, the
average boost factor has been determined from direct simulations using a modied BdNMC [61{
63] from a dark photon mediator. For LHC-based experiments, we used ref. [66] for FASER and
MATHUSLA. Energy quantities are in GeV while distances are in meters.
For a relativistic long-lived particle decaying through the operators (2.2) or (2.3), the
detection probability depends directly on the probability of observing a decay in the decay
volume of the detector.
Psig = e  2
D
~c

1  e  2 L~c

; (3.2)
where we have dened  2 to be the decay width of the heavier unstable state 2, D the
distance it travels before entering the decay volume, L the distance travelled in the decay
volume and  its boost factor. We present in table 6 the values of these parameter for
various experiments. In particular, the value of the boost factor is critical in determin-
ing the lower reach of the experiments (which corresponds to the short lifetime limit for
2). We obtained the average boost factor from direct simulations of meson decays using
BdNMC [61] modied to handle the decay of a dark photon mediator into two dark sector
states 1 and 2 of dierent masses [62, 63].
12 The boost factor in the case of parton-level
production (relevant for dark sector masses around the GeV) is then obtained by rescaling
the average energy of the dark sector pair according to its invariant mass M212 = (p1 + p2)
2
as
p
E2mes  M212, with Emes the average meson kinetic energy. An important dierence
with respect to the fermion portal's phenomenology is that the typical fermion portal boost
factor from parton level events is signicantly lower than the one typically obtained from
dark bremsstrahlung of dark photons (since in the latter case the dark photon carries o
most of the beam energy).
Existing limits in the literature usually focus either on the case of a decaying dark
photon or on the inelastic dark matter scenario, where the decay of the heaviest state is
12We obtain the average boost factor for the particles which intersect the detector, so it is slightly higher
than the average boost factor at the interaction point.
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mediated by an o-shell dark photon. To estimate the sensitivity to the fermion portal we
will recast these results for our eective theory in three steps:
1. We simulate the typical number of produced dark sector particles, both for the ex-
isting inelastic dark matter limits, NDPprod, (typically for   jM2j=jM1j   1 = 0:1)
and for our eective theory with the required M1 and M2, N eprod. Note that we use
a kinetic mixing parameter " = 0:001 and dark sector coupling D = 0:1 for the
former,13 and =
p
g = 1 TeV for the latter (with the eective coupling's ratio either
electromagnetically-aligned or Z-aligned). This choice has no consequences on the
results since the scaling with respect to these parameters is trivial.
2. Focusing on the very long-lived case, where c  D;L, the parameters of the
experiments can be cancelled out of the ratio
PDPsig
Pesig
=
 DP
 e
' 700

M1
=
p
ge
4 1
"lim
2
; (3.4)
where ge is the eective coupling to electrons.
3. Finally, we assume that the eciencies of the experiment between the inelastic dark
matter and our eective theory case will be similar for equivalent invariant masses
of the 12 pair, so that using eq. (3.1) for both the inelastic dark matter and the
fermion portal case leads to
lim = 410 GeVpge

0:001
"lim
1=2 N eprod
NDPprod
!1=8
: (3.5)
This procedure can also be used to obtain the bounds for dierent splittings between
the two hidden sector states. In this case we rst proceed to estimate the eciency around
the limit by inverting eq. (3.1). Assuming that the detection eciency E depends domi-
nantly on the invariant mass of the 12 pair M12, we need to match the eciency for the
production and detection of two states with splitting  to the eciency E 0 of two states
with splitting 0. We have
E 0(M 02)  E

M 02
2 + 0
(1 + )(1 + 0)

; (3.6)
where we have assumed that the rst eciency was given as a function of M1, while we want
the recasted one as a function of M 02 (which is the most relevant mass for large splitting).
Finally, a last diculty occurs due to the lower kinematic threshold 2me of these decay
searches based on 2 ! 1e+e . Since most of the initial limits are estimated at small
13We dene the kinetic mixing as
L   1
2
"
cos w
BF
0 (3.3)
with B the hypercharge eld strength, F
0 the dark photon eld strength.
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splitting, we cannot estimate the eciency in the range M12 2 [2me; 2+ 2me]. We sidestep
the issue by scaling E from the available range of
2 + 

2me;
M0
3

;
to 
2 + 0
0
2me;
M0
3

;
where the upper limit is arbitrarily chosen to the be signicantly larger than the lower
threshold and nonetheless small enough so that the eect from the 0 production threshold
remains small (we have checked that the limits do not signicantly depend on the precise
value for the upper limit).
An important subtlety, however, lies with the appearance of the lower limit in ,
arising typically when the long-lived particle decays mainly before reaching the detector.
In this case one needs to use all the geometric parameters of the experiment to estimate
the decay probability. We typically use the upper limit to deduce the lower limit, using
the fact that at xed masses, the production rate scales simply as 1=4 so that the only
technically challenging quantity to estimate is the decay probability ratio. More precisely,
we require
Pupsig =

low
up
4
 P lowsig : (3.7)
Assuming that the decay probability (3.2) in the lower regime is dominated by the
exponentially-suppressed rst contribution, the above equation leads to a simple tran-
scendental equation on low,
 4low exp

A
4low

=  4upPupsig ; where A 
D4up
c2hi ; (3.8)
where hi is the average boost factor of a 2 particle, with the relevant values collected
in table 6. These type of equations can be solved using the Lambert W -function. An
expansion in logarithms in the regime of interest to us then leads to the simple expression
 4low =
1
A
"
ln
 
APupsig
4up
!
+ ln
 
ln
 
APupsig
4up
!!#
: (3.9)
Estimating the parameter A along with the decay probability for the upper limit Pupsig im-
plies knowing the geometric properties of the various detectors under consideration. We
have collected all the relevant parameters in table 6.14 Notice that this leads to conser-
vative lower limits. Indeed, we only include the average boost factor from the dominant
production mechanism, but in the short lifetime limits it is actually the high energy tail of
14Note that when the production of dark sector particles occurs at the LHC, the cross-section has a
non-trivial dependence on the scale  due to the cuts described in section 2.3 In this case we parametrise
()  a b and use the solution XceAX = B =) X =  A
c
W ( AB1=c
c
) to nd the full solution.
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the distribution which dominates the population in the detector and xes the limit. Full
simulation of the production and decay of the heavy states is therefore likely to lead to
signicantly improved lower limits with more parameter space coverage.
Most experimental limits are based on observing the creation of a positron-electron
pair in the detector. The 3-body decay 2 ! 1e+e  width can be straightforwardly
estimated as
 2 =
g2l
4
M52
3
 G(M1;M2) ; (3.10)
where the function G depends on the type of eective coupling to leptons. For a vector ef-
fective coupling to leptons, in the saturation limit (M2 M1) and limit of near-degenerate
small splitting, we have
GV =
8>>><>>>:
1
60M51
 
2  M2l
5=2
; Near-degenerate,
1
384

1  2M1
M2

; Saturation,
(3.11)
For an axial-vector coupling, we have instead
GAV =
8>>><>>>:
1
60M51
 
2  M2l
3=2  
2 + 6M
2
l

; Near-degenerate,
1
384

1 +
2M1
M2

; Saturation,
(3.12)
where in both cases we neglected the lepton mass in the saturation limit. In both expres-
sions, we have assumed both M1;M2 > 0. Note that as for the meson decay amplitude, in
the case of a pseudo-Dirac setup (with a 2
51 dark fermions operator and negative
mass M1) one can directly use the vector coupling result with positive mass.
For larger mass splitting between the dark sector states more decay channels become
available. While this does not modify the expected numbers of e+e  pairs in the long
lifetime limits, it can alter signicantly the lower bounds from the short-lived limits. The
decay into a pair of muon-antimuon opens up once  > 2m, while the possible decay
into hadronic states depends on the type of eective operator with quarks. The relevant
channels are
 Vector coupling | The dominant hadronic processes are 2 ! 1+ , 2 ! 1
and 2 ! 1!. The corresponding decay width can be estimated with the same
techniques developed in the previous section and in appendix A, for instance with
the vector meson dominance (VMD) formalism. We show the corresponding decay
width in gure 4(a).
 Axial-vector coupling | The dominant hadronic processes are the direct decay into
pseudo-scalar meson 2 ! 10, 2 ! 1 and 2 ! 10. The former in particular
strongly dominates over the leptonic decay for   m0 . We show the corresponding
decay width in gure 4(a).
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Figure 4. Decay width of 2 for a vector-current operator with electromagnetically-aligned cou-
pling (a) and an axial-vector current operator with Z-aligned coupling (b). The normalised splitting
 is dened in eq. (2.4).
In most cases the leptonic channels contribute signicantly to the decay width so that
neglecting the hadronic decay channels will be a good approximation.15 The notable ex-
ception is the two-body 2 ! 10 decay in the case of an axial-vector current. Altogether
we will use the total decay width when estimating the lower limit as in eq. (3.9).
Finally, in the case of a very long-lived particle (or a completely stable one), it is
possible to search for a scattering signature in the detector. However, the strong suppression
from the o-shell nature of the portal implies that such limits are hardly relevant compared
to the mono-X searches presented in the next section. We based our limits on the standard
dark photon portal searches, such as for instance the one from MiniBooNE [28]. We
included projections for upcoming experiments based on refs. [46, 61].16 Since the processes
involved are very similar, we use the same techniques as presented above for the very long-
lived regime to recast the existing limits. Note that the coupling dependence of the limit
depends on the nature of the targets and on the precise form factor for scattering o a
proton or a neutron. Altogether, we approximate the scaling as being  jgdj + jguj since
this gives already a qualitative understanding of the typical size of the bounds.17
3.2 Collider and mono-X searches
Constraints from mono-photon searches at e+e  colliders are standard bounds on most
models of dark photons. For the fermion portal, the o-shell nature of the mediator
degrades the signal quality since one can no longer search directly for a bump in the data.
15This is an important dierence with respect to the usual dark photon scenario, for which the hadronic de-
cay channels can be enhanced through resonant mixing with vector mesons; see e.g. [67] for a recent overview.
16Note that more recent limits have been derived very recently in ref. [3].
17Since the reference limits are for a dark photon, this scaling is exact in this case. Furthermore, for
nuclei with similar number of protons and neutrons, isospin symmetry should ensure that gu and gd are
treated on equal footing. A more precise implementation of the form factors' eect is left for future work.
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A thorough analysis of this case was conducted in ref. [68], where a limit corresponding to
p
ge
. 50 GeV ; (3.13)
was found, valid when the dark sector mass is below a few GeV (at higher masses, the
limited energy of the BaBar beam starts impacting the production cross-section [68]). We
note that the actual limit could be enhanced with a dedicated analysis, since it was derived
by ref. [68] in a signal-only setup and with a cut-and-count approach for each bin of the
reconstructed missing m mass in the original analysis [69]. This implies that the most
recent BaBar limits [22] using instead the nal 53 fb 1 dataset do not improve the bounds
straightforwardly.
For Belle II, the projected limits from ref. [68] is
p
ge
. 100 GeV ; (3.14)
assuming that the dominant radiative Bhabha scattering background can be reconstructed
and subtracted with a systematic uncertainty of 5%. Once again, a proper analysis includ-
ing background simulation and tting of the distribution is likely to give a stronger limit.
Note that a recent study has considered displaced vertices signatures at Belle-II [70]; we
leave its recasting for future work.
Limits from LEP on extra-dimensions obtained at DELPHI [71] have been shown in
ref. [72] to lead to the limit
p
ge
. 500 GeV : (3.15)
We will use directly this limit, and follow ref. [35] in adding a lower limit  & 200 GeV to
account for the breakdown of the eective theory around the LEP centre-of-mass energy.
Let us now turn to the limits at the LHC. The strongest bounds on an invisible dark
sector comes from mono-jet searches, and in particular the analysis from ATLAS [73] with
36:1 fb 1. This analysis was recasted in refs. [35, 36] for a variety of eective operators in the
context of dark matter searches at LHC. We used the upper limits from these references
for a vector-vector operator to extract the limit cross-section at gu = 2=3; gd =  1=3:
lim  0:28 pb. We can then nd the upper and lower limits from MET searches, where the
lower limit arises due to the limitations of the EFT approach (as discussed in section 2.3),
by solving
mono() = lim
1
2g2u + g
2
d
: (3.16)
In practice, we solve once and for all the limits in  as a function of 2g2u+g
2
d, then substituted
the exact value depending on the precise values of the coecient. This typically leads to
limits of  > 1:3 TeV or  < 0:3 TeV for 2g2u + g
2
d = 2, with the upper limits reaching up
to the tens of TeV for couplings near the perturbativity limit. Note that when considering
associated production, the nal limits typically turn out to grossly underestimate the reach
compared to simplied models; moreover, additional eects such as multi-jet production
also become relevant [74]. Our limits may then be considered a conservative estimate.
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3.3 Invisible meson decays
Let us rst discuss the limits from invisible decay of 0 meson. The current best bound is
xed by the NA62 collaboration (see e.g. refs. [75, 76]) to be
BR0! 6 4:4  10 9 : (3.17)
Using the expression for the 0 ! XX width for the axial-vector eective operator from
eq. (2.7) one can readily deduce the limits for any given parameters. As we will see in
the next sections, this limit can be quite stringent and leads to limits in the hundred of
GeV on .
For avour-diagonal couplings to second and third generation quarks, the invisible
decay of heavy vector mesons is constrained from BaBar and BES measurements [77, 78]:
BRJ=	!inv: < 7:2 10 4 (BES) ; (3.18)
BR(1S)!inv: < 4 10 4 (BaBar) : (3.19)
More sensitive limits can be obtained from searches for invisible heavy meson decays
with o-diagonal couplings. Belle has placed the strongest bounds on neutral B meson
invisible decays [79]:
BRB0!K0 < 1:3 10 5 (Belle) ; (3.20)
BRB0!0 < 0:9 10 5 (Belle) : (3.21)
For charged B meson invisible decays the best limits are from BaBar [80, 81], though we
also include a projected future bound from Belle-II [82],
BRB!K < 1:3 10 5 (BaBar) ; (3.22)
(BRB!K < 1:5 10 6) (Belle-II projected) ; (3.23)
BRB! < 1:0 10 4 (BaBar) : (3.24)
Finally, we also include the following Kaon invisible decay bounds from the NA62 [76],
E949 and E787 experiments [83], as well as a future projection NA62 [84].
BRK0L!0 < 0:46 10
 10 (NA62) ; (3.25)
BRK+!+a < 0:73 10 10 (E949+E787) ; (3.26)
(BRK+!+a < 0:01 10 10) (NA62 projected) : (3.27)
Note that for the charged Kaon decays only an invisible axion a as a nal state was
considered, not  as in the other cases above, though we expect the constraints to be of
similar order of magnitude. Similar limits can also be obtained for the axial-vector operator
case from fully invisible decays of B and K meson (see e.g. ref. [85]).
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4 Astrophysical and cosmological limits on the fermion portal
4.1 Limits from Supernova 1987A and stellar cooling
The cooling of stars and supernova 1987A are known to place strong bounds on light new
physics, and as such there has been great eort to quantify these constraints (for some
examples of these studies, see e.g. refs. [19, 86{104]). Typically, the bound arises from
the requirement that the energy loss from a star to new light states should not exceed the
energy loss to neutrinos. The dominant production mechanisms of such light states are
Bremsstrahlung and SM particle annihilation in the stellar interior. If new light particles
exist and can be produced in a star or supernova, there exist two typical regimes bracketing
the bounds. In one regime the interaction strength with the SM becomes too weak so
that the production of light states is no longer an eective cooling mechanism, and the
energy loss to new physics is dwarfed by the energy loss to neutrinos. In the other regime,
the interaction with the SM becomes so strong that the light particles are produced in
abundance, but interact so frequently in the stellar interior that they are unable to exit the
star/supernova. In between these two limiting regimes is when cooling takes place (too)
eciently as compared with SM processes, and can thus be excluded.
Supernova 1987A. Light particles can be produced in the proto-neutron star at the
heart of a supernova. This will occur as long as the masses of the light particles are
below the characteristic energy scale of the star. The core temperature of the supernova is
Tc  30 MeV. This enables the placing of constraints on particles with masses as large as
m  O(100) MeV, since the observed cooling of the supernova agrees within uncertainties
with SM estimates.
In the case where couplings to quarks and leptons are electromagnetically aligned, as-
suming a thermal distribution of state near the core of the proto-neutron star, the dominant
production mechanism of new light states in the supernova is through electron-positron
annihilation [97].18 Many of the analyses in the literature consider the special case where
dark fermions are coupled to a dark photon with a similar mass. Their exclusion results are
therefore not straightforward to recast in the language of eective operators. However, we
obtain a limit from the analysis in ref. [97] which was performed under the assumption that
the dark photon was decoupled and therefore allows for a simple recasting. The limit is
obtained on the invariant mass of the pair of light fermions. Therefore, when we consider a
large splitting M2 M1, the upper limit on M2 tends to be greater than naively expected.
This can be seen in e.g. gure 5, where the splitting is large, and therefore the invariant
mass of the light pair is almost entirely dominated by M2.
When two light states of diering mass are produced, their mass dierence can have
an important eect on the lower boundary of the limit on =
p
g, where particles become
trapped instead of streaming out of the star. For example, if the mass splitting is much
greater than  30 MeV, the likelihood for the lighter 1 to up-scatter into 2 by interacting
with SM particles is exponentially suppressed. If the 2 decay rate into 1 + SM is
18If the number densities do not follow a thermal distribution, bremsstrahlung is the dominant production
mechanism. If this is the case, the constraint is modied by O(few) [19].
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suciently large, this means that to a good approximation, there is no appreciable 2
population in the star, and there can be no annihilation or scattering of 1;2 to result in
a trapping limit [19]. Thus in this situation, there would be no lower limit on =
p
g. If
on the other hand, the decay rate of 2 is very small, even though the mass splitting may
be too large for up-scattering to occur, there is still a signicant population of 2. The
dark sector particles may therefore annihilate back into SM fermions, resulting in trapping
and a lower limit on =
p
g. The precise location of this limit would depend on the mass
splitting and the decay length of 2. For this reason, in our gures we show the upper
limit on =
p
g as a solid line, while the lower limit is dotted.
Finally, the case of an axial-vector operator is more intricate as the production is
strongly modied with respect to the dark photon case. As a conservative upper limit,
we thus simply use the bound from invisible 0 decay from SN1987A cooling inferred in
ref. [105] for a core temperature of 50 MeV:
BR0! . 1  10 13 : (4.1)
The upper limits on the eective operator are then obtained in the same way as in sec-
tion 3.3. We treat the lower limit on the suppression scale in the same way as we do for
the case of the vector operator above.
Stellar cooling. The characteristic temperature at the cores of Horizontal Branch and
Red Giant stars is T  10 keV. This core temperature results in constraints that only
apply to dark sector particles with masses as large as m  O(50) keV. The two classes
of stars dier in their densities, chemical potentials and photon plasma masses. This leads
to slightly dierent limits being obtained from the two types of stars (see e.g. ref. [87]).
However, due to their core temperature being signicantly lower than that of a supernova,
the limit that can be derived on =
p
g is also less strong. Indeed, in ref. [90], it was
found that the upper limit on the suppression scale of the fermion portal operator would
be =
p
g  v, where v is the usual electroweak VEV. This can be understood intuitively
from the fact that at stellar core temperatures, plasmon decay is the dominant process not
only for dark sector particle production [90], but also for neutrino production. In the limit
where both neutrinos and dark sector particles are massless, requiring that the luminosity
in dark states not exceed the luminosity in neutrinos is equivalent to requiring that the
suppression scales in their decay rates be similar in size. We do not show these bounds in
our gures, since as discussed in the following section, below m  5 MeV, much stronger
constraints can be obtained from considerations of the early universe.
4.2 Early universe and relic density bounds
Four-fermion operators like the ones considered have previously been used to describe dark
matter interacting with the Standard Model in a model-independent way [35, 36, 68, 72].
This approach for dark matter typically faces several diculties. The nal relic density
obtained from the freeze-out of dark matter annihilating through a fermion portal operator
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typically scales as

h2  0:1


125 GeV
41 GeV
M
2
; (4.2)
where we have considered only one vector operator of the form 1
2
()(e
e). This il-
lustrates that the eective interactions are typically too suppressed to lead to the proper
relic density through the standard freeze-out mechanism. (Note that including more ef-
fective operators and treating properly the annihilation into mesons improves somewhat
the picture, as can be seen in, e.g. ref. [37] for the case of scalar dark matter, but there
is still an overabundance of thermal dark matter when  & 200 GeV.) One can still ob-
tain the correct relic density through the freeze-in mechanism, as pointed out in ref. [35],
although this typically implies an extremely high eective scale and adds a dependence
on the reheating temperature. More generally there have been many studies of additional
dynamics in the dark sector beyond the fermion portal operator which may contribute to
xing the proper relic density which require either other operators or more dark sector
particles. Some of the earlier examples of such setups include Secluded DM [106] and re-
lated scenarios such as co-decaying DM (see e.g. refs. [107, 108]), or additionally Cannibal
DM [109] or co-scattering [110, 111], along with many more recent examples. Additionally,
exotic cosmological histories can also modify the relic density, for instance through a late
phase transition (see e.g. [112, 113] and the subsequent literature).
The strongest limit on a possible dark matter candidate below  10 GeV comes from
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) constraints on the dark matter annihilation
cross-section. As shown, in, e.g. ref. [114] unsuppressed s-wave annihilation in this case is
excluded by the CMB spectral shape [115] (see also [37] for a recent study of the dim-6
case for scalar dark matter).
Finally, while we do not focus explicitly on this case in this work, very strong additional
limits from the CMB arise when one of the dark sector fermion is lighter than around 5 MeV
(see e.g. [116] for an up-to-date estimate). For dark fermions light enough to behave as
radiation at neutrino decoupling, the strongest limits come from the eective number of
relativistic degrees of freedom Ne in the early universe. As was studied in detail in
refs. [15, 117, 118] CMB-S4 observatories can in principle completely exclude any light
relativistic relic up to arbitrarily high decoupling temperature, provided it was in thermal
equilibrium with the Standard Model and that the reheating temperature was higher than
its decoupling temperature. We will adapt the calculations of refs. [15, 118] to the fermion
portal case in order to obtain order-of-magnitude limits. We focus on the case of a fermion
portal involving electrons, 1
2
()(e
e), so that all elds involved can be considered
massless in the following.
In the limit where the light particles decouple instantaneously from the thermal bath
at a temperature T0, it will not receive the entropy released subsequently by annihilating
species, so that the nal eective degrees of freedom after neutrino decoupling is given
by [117]
g = gLS

3:38
g(T = T0)
4=3
; (4.3)
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where gLS is the number of degrees of freedom of the light relativistic relic. Translating
into an eective number of neutrinos and assuming T0 > TEW we nd the lower bounds of
ref. [15] on the eective number of neutrino,
Ne(T0) > 0:027g =

106:75
g(T = T0)
4=3

8>>>>><>>>>>:
0:027 Scalar
0:047 Weyl
0:054 Gauge
0:095 Dirac
: (4.4)
In particular notice that we have kept g(T = T0) to emphasize that the bound derived
in ref. [15] is only when there are no additional degrees of freedom in the theory beyond
the SM ones. This assumption does not hold by denition in our eective theory approach
since we do expect new physics to occur around the scale .19 This implies that CMB-S4
experiments will not necessarily rule out every thermally coupled relic, especially in the
case of a particularly rich UV sector. Current limits from the Planck experiment [115]
typically also exclude light relics decoupling below the QCD phase transition at around
100 MeV.
Following ref. [15] we determine the decoupling temperature T by simply comparing
the production rate of the dark sector particle 2 through the fermion portal operator,
 2(T ), with the Hubble rate, H(T ):
 2(TR) < H(TR) =
p
90
p
g(TR)
T 2
Mpl
; (4.5)
where we used the reduced Planck mass Mpl = 2:4  1018 GeV and g(TR) is the eective
number of relativistic species at the reheating temperature T . We obtain the production
rate as
 2 ' 1
neq
Z
d3p1
(2)3
d3p2
(2)3
f1(p1)
2E1
f2(p2)
2E2
P(p1; p2)2sCoM(s) ; (4.6)
where we have used the equilibrium density for a Weyl fermion neq = (3)
3
4
T 3=2 and
introduced the thermal distribution functions f1; f2 as well as a simplied Bose enhance-
ment/Pauli blocking term P(p1; p2) which, in our four-fermions interaction case are:
f1(E) = f2(E) = f(E) =
1
eE=T   1 and P(p1; p2) = (1  f(E1))(1  f(E2)) :
(4.7)
The main dierence with respect to ref. [15] comes from the dimension-6 nature of the
fermion portal operator, which implies that the centre-of-mass production cross-section is
of order
CoM(s)  1

 s g
2
e
4
: (4.8)
19As an example, the full MSSM has gMSSM = 228:75, for which the lowest value for Ne is actually
closer to Ne > 0:01.
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In particular, it is a linear function of the squared centre-of-mass energy s (compared to a
constant in the dimension-5 case in ref. [15]). We then solve using the standard techniques
of ref. [119] by changing variables from p1; p2 to s; E1 +E2; E1  E2, including the factor
P and solving numerically after extracting all T dependence, to obtain the following order-
of-magnitude limits:
p
g
&
8>><>>:
5 103 GeV (Planck)
5 1011 GeV

TR
1010 GeV
3=4
(CMB-S4)
; (4.9)
where the second limit depends on the reheating temperature TR since it implies that the
light relics were never produced in the rst place, while the rst limit simply requires it to
decouple prior to the QCD phase transition. Notice that the CMB-S4 limit scales as T
3=4
R
as compared with T
1=2
R for the dimension-5 case [15].
5 Summary plots and numerical results
We present in this section some illustrative results based on the above formalism. Since
the result depends strongly on the choice of eective operator, we will typically choose
particular ratios gu : gd : gl and present the limits in term =
p
g, where  is a mass scale
and g represents the overall coecient. We shall refer to g as an eective coupling though
in general it will be a combination of model-dependent factors obtained by a matching
calculation to a UV model. For a tree-level UV completion with O(1) couplings the scale
corresponds roughly to the mediator mass. A weaker or stronger coupling could lower or
raise respectively this mass scale. The usual caveats then apply regarding the regime of
validity of the eective theory [120].
5.1 Vector operator
The rst, straightforward case that we consider is the electromagnetically-aligned scenario
gu : gd : gl =
2
3
:  1
3
:  1 ; (5.1)
which is typically obtained from an integrated-out dark photon kinetically mixed with
the SM photon. The production mechanisms in this case follow closely the ones studied
extensively in the literature during the last decade. Due to the o-shell nature of the
process, the dark sector production at low mass is dominated by  !  21 (when it is
kinematically available) and at high masses by the parton-level production.
We present in gure 5 a summary of the current limits on this scenario as well as some
projections for upcoming experiments. Limits from mono-photon signatures at BaBar and
LEP, as well as the projection from Belle-II are derived following section 3.2. We note
that the lower limit from LEP bounds arises due to a breakdown of the eective approach
around the LEP centre-of-mass energy; complete models of the dark sector including direct
mediator production at LEP would then likely be excluded in this region.
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Figure 5. Limits and projected sensitivity to the vector operator eective scale =
p
g in the case
of eective coupling electromagnetically-aligned as function of M2 M1 on the x-axis. Grey region
indicates coverage from mono-photon at BaBar [68], dashed grey line Belle-II projections [68]. The
shaded blue region is the mono- limit from LEP [72]. Limits from 2 ! 1e+e : the green
(dark green) regions are the exclusion from LSND [63] (CHARM [46]). We show a projection
for FASER [66] in dashed purple and SeaQuest in red (Phase-II dened in [34]). The 10 events
reach by SHiP is shown in dashed orange. The purple region represents the limit from cooling of
SN1987A [96]. The normalised splitting  is dened in eq. (2.4).
The limits for LSND, CHARM, FASER, SeaQuest and SHiP that are based on the
decay of long-lived dark sector states are presented for the saturation case where M1 
M2. The upper bound for each of those experiments can thus be seen as the maximal
attainable reach. We have included current limits from LSND recasted from ref. [63]
(equivalent to the one from ref. [121]) and the limits of CHARM by ref. [122]. We show
two future experiments as long-term prospects: a naive 10-events projection for SHiP based
on the production and detection processes described above (hence not including geometric
and detector eciencies), and projected limits for FASER phase-2 (based on the study
of ref. [66]).
In all cases, the limits are recasted from a small splitting limit between M2 and M1 to
the saturation case M1 M2 following the procedure presented in section 3.1. The lower
limits for all these experiments are obtained following section 3.1 and therefore combine
two main eects: the opening of dierent decay channels (in particular hadronic) for larger
M2 masses, and the average boost factor associated with the various production mech-
anisms. As discussed before, the presented lower bounds are thus conservative since we
can expect that the high-momentum tail of the dark sector particles' distribution should
dominate the signal events in this region. Notice also that we did not include secondary
production through up-scattering as presented in ref. [123]. The purple region represents
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Figure 6. Prospective sensitivity at future intensity frontier experiments on the vector operator
eective scale =
p
g in the case of electromagnetically-aligned eective couplings as a function of
M2 on the x-axis for  = 0:2 (dened in eq. (2.4)). Grey areas indicate already covered parameter
space. We show prospects for FASER [66] in dashed purple and SeaQuest in red (Phase-II dened
in [34]), MATHUSLA [66] in blue and SHiP in green (based on our 10 events projections).
the limits obtained from the cooling of SN1987A, recasted from ref. [96] as described in
section 4. Note that the lower limit is dashed to represent the signicant uncertainty on
the trapping regime.
Altogether, the existing set of limits on our fermion portal scenario presents an in-
teresting complementarity, similar to dark photon searches, for example (but with some
dierences in the phenomenology, as previously discussed). Mono-X and missing energy
limits tend to exclude an eective scale independently of the dark sector particles masses,
but do not extend beyond  around a few hundred GeV. Interestingly, and contrary to the
situation for a dark photon, the limit from SN1987A directly overlaps with the mono-X
limits and extends to several TeV for dark sector masses below  100 MeV. Finally, the
parameter space coverage of experiments based on decay searches typically extends diago-
nally, as could be expected from eq. (3.10) since theses searches are most eective when the
long-lived state decays a xed distance of tens to hundreds of meters from the beam dump.
The limits we have shown in gure 5, for electromagnetically-aligned couplings with
 = 10, emphasise current limits with some representative future projections also displayed
(others are omitted for clarity). In the next decade, many new experiments searching for
decays of dark sector states have been proposed or are already planned. We show in
gure 6 the projected reach for a selection of future experiments including FASER [30, 66],
SeaQuest (following the Phase-II proposal dened in ref. [34]), MATHUSLA [32, 66] and
SHiP [33] (based on our 10 events projections), for electromagnetically-aligned couplings
with splitting  = 0:2.
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Figure 7. Limits and prospective experimental sensitivity when varying the overall scaling g for
M = 100 MeV for the vector-current operator as a function of M2 M1 on the x-axis. Exclusion
from LSND [63] (CHARM [46]) are shown in green, as well as 10 events reach by SHiP in dashed
orange. The shaded blue region is the mono- limit from LEP [72]. The grey region is the exclusion
from ATLAS mono-jet [73]. The normalised splitting  is dened in eq. (2.4).
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Figure 8. Limits and projected sensitivity to =
p
g as function of  as dened in eq. (2.4).The
shaded blue region is the mono- limit from LEP [72]. Exclusion from CHARM [46] is shown in
green, and projection from FASER [66] in purple.
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Figure 9. Limits and projected sensitivity to the vector operator eective scale =
p
g in the case of
protophobic couplings as a function of M2 M1 on the x-axis. Grey region indicates coverage from
mono-photon at BaBar [68], dashed grey line Belle-II projections [68]. The shaded blue region is
the mono- limit from LEP [72]. Limits from 2 ! 1e+e : the dark green region is the exclusion
from CHARM [46]. We show a projection for FASER [66] in dashed purple and SeaQuest in red
(Phase-II dened in [34]). The 10 events reach by SHiP is shown in dashed orange. The purple
region represents the limit from cooling of SN1987A [96]. The normalised splitting  is dened in
eq. (2.4).
The above results can vary depending on the eective coupling g or the mass splitting
between the two dark sector states. We illustrate this dependence in gure 7 for the limits
on  as a function of the eective coupling g; note that the scaling is not necessarily trivial
since mono-photon and mono-jet limits from LEP and ATLAS enter above a certain energy
threshold, as described in section 3.2. In gure 8 we show how the typical limits depend
strongly on the splitting in 2 ! 1e+e  decays for the CHARM and FASER phase-2
experiments (based on the limits from ref. [66]).
As a last vector operator example for the light avours, we present in gure 9 the
limits in the case of proto-phobic couplings,
gu : gd : gl =  1
3
:
2
3
:  1 : (5.2)
The main dierence with the previous electromagnetically-aligned case is that 0 decay
production is strongly suppressed, so that searches at the LSND experiment do not lead
to a signicant limit. On the other hand, other beam dump experiments rely mostly on
the  meson decay which is only mildly modied, as can be seen in table 2. Figure 9 is
for  = 10.
While most of the limits above are based on the coupling with rst generation fermions,
eective vector operators for heavy avours can also be constrained using the same tech-
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Figure 10. Heavy B and K meson limits and projected sensitivity to =
p
g for the vector-current
operator as a function of M2  M1 on the x-axis. Regions outlines by dashed blue (red) lines
show the 10 events projection at SHiP for 2 ! 1e+e  decay processes, produced by K ! 12
(B ! K12). The solid lines denote actual bounds from invisible B and K decays while dotted
lines are future projections. The normalised splitting  is dened in eq. (2.4).
niques. We present the limits for SHiP based on K and B meson decays in gure 10.
The invisible decay bounds are also shown as labelled for BaBar, Belle (II), NA62 and
E949/787. We see that the heavier masses of the mesons involved can signicantly extend
the fermion portal sensitivity to higher eective scales. Notice that the invisible meson
decay constraints appear to exclude a large region of the parameter space that SHiP will
probe, in particular for the K meson production case, but we recall that we assumed here
the same scale suppression and couplings for both production and decay.
5.2 Axial-vector operator
As a rst example of limits based on the axial-vector operator, we focus on the Z-aligned
limit with
gu : gd : gl =
1
2
:  1
2
:  1
2
: (5.3)
We present the result of current limits and a representative selection of future sensitiv-
ities, for a splitting  = 10 in gure 11. Notice that the two-body meson decay production
mechanism strongly enhances the limits at low masses. In particular, the recasting of LSND
searches leads to bounds up to the TeV scale in this case. An interesting feature of the
lower limits for 2 decay is the strong reduction of the limits for M2  M1 > M due to
the opening up of the 2 ! 10 decay channel, as described in section 3.1. In gure 12
we emphasise the projected reach for future experiments, including FASER [66], SeaQuest
(following the Phase-II proposal dened in [34]), MATHUSLA [66] and SHiP (based on
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Figure 11. Limits and future sensitivity to the axial-vector operator eective scale =
p
g in the
case of Z-aligned eective couplings as a function of M2  M1 on the x-axis. Grey at regions
indicates mono- limit at BaBar [68], dashed grey line Belle-II projections [68]. The light grey
regions at low M2 indicate NA62 
0 !inv limits [76]. The shaded blue region is the mono- limit
from LEP [72]. Limits from 2 ! 1e+e : the green (dark green) regions are the exclusion from
LSND [63] (CHARM [46]). We show a projection for FASER [66] (dashed purple) and SeaQuest in
red (Phase-II dened in [34]). The reach of SHiP for 10 signal events is shown in dashed orange.
The purple region represents the 0 !  limit from [105] based on cooling of SN1987A. The
normalised splitting  is dened in eq. (2.4).
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Figure 12. Prospective sensitivity to the axial-vector operator eective scale =
p
g from future
intensity experiments in the case of Z-aligned eective couplings as a function of M2 on the x-
axis for  = 0:2. Grey areas indicate already covered parameter space. We show prospects for
FASER [66] in dashed purple and SeaQuest in red (Phase-II dened in [34]), MATHUSLA [66] in
blue and SHiP in green (based on our 10 events projections). The normalised splitting  is dened
in eq. (2.4).
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Figure 13. Limits and projected sensitivity to the axial-vector operator eective scale =
p
g in
the case of a universal eective coupling, which translate into an eective pion-phobic scenario as
function of M2  M1 on the x-axis. Grey at regions indicates coverage from mono-photon at
BaBar [68], dashed grey line Belle-II projections [68]. The light grey regions at low M2 indicate
the exclusion from NA62 0 !inv limits [76]. The shaded blue region is the mono- limit from
LEP [72]. Limits from 2 ! 1e+e : the dark green region is the exclusion from CHARM [46]. We
show a projection for FASER [66] in dashed purple and SeaQuest in red (Phase-II dened in [34]).
The 10 events reach by SHiP is shown in dashed orange. The SN1987A limit is not shown as
explained in the text. The normalised splitting  is dened in eq. (2.4).
our 10 events projections), again for the Z-aligned couplings but with a smaller splitting
 = 0:2. Shown also shaded in grey are the present exclusions from SN1987A [105],
LSND [63], CHARM [46], LEP [72], BaBar [68] and NA62 [76].
Finally, in gure 13, we consider the case of an axial-vector eective operator with
\universal" couplings
gu : gd : gl = 1 : 1 : 1 : (5.4)
This translates into an eective pion-phobic scenario due to the form of the eective cou-
pling to pions, as shown in table 2. As in the proton-phobic case of the last section, the
limit from LSND vanishes. Additionally the heavy state decay 2 to a 
01 is strongly
suppressed, extending downwards the limits. Finally, the limits from SN1987A obtained
by considering the invisible decay of neutral pions [105] no longer apply. A limit from
SN1987A from e+e  annihilation in the supernova core should still apply, but we have not
computed it here. It would likely be similar to the e+e  annihilation constraint for the
vector operator shown in e.g. gure 5.
5.3 Small mass splitting
In most of the plots presented above, the limits coming from the decay of the heavier 2
dark sector state were important but highly dependent on the lifetime. Since the lifetime of
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Figure 14. Limits and projected experimental sensitivity for small dark sector mass splitting
for (a) an axial-vector current operator with Z-aligned coupling, with  = 0:01, and (b) a vector
current operator with electromagnetically-aligned coupling for  = 0:05. Grey at regions indicates
coverage from mono-photon at BaBar [68], dashed grey line Belle-II projections [68]. The light grey
regions at low M2 indicate the exclusion from NA62 
0 !inv limits [76]. The shaded blue region is
the mono- limit from LEP [72]. Limits from 2 ! 1e+e : the dark green region is the exclusion
from CHARM [46]. The 10 events reach by SHiP is shown in dashed orange. Scattering limits at
MiniBooNE [28] are shown in light green, and SBND [61] and NOA [46] in orange and red. The
normalised splitting  is dened in eq. (2.4).
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the heavy state scales as 5 in the limit of small splitting between the dark sector masses,
these limits are reduced for small splitting. We illustrate this aspect in gure 14 on the
top and bottom plots for the (Z-aligned) axial-vector and (electromagnetically-aligned)
vector case with  = 0:01 and 0:05, respectively. In particular, we have represented the
limits based on scattering of the lighter state in MiniBooNE (based on ref. [28]), SBND
(projections from ref. [61]), and NOA (from the 3  1020 protons on target projection of
ref. [46]). While these limits are not competitive with the missing energy searches from
BaBar, they may become relevant in a more lepton-phobic scenario. Notice additionally
that the lower mass thresholds for the 2 ! 1e+e  decay to be allowed are shifted to
higher masses relative to gures where the mass splitting is large.
5.4 Concrete scenario: GeV scale dark photon
We end with a practical application of the approach presented above, in terms of the fa-
miliar dark photon benchmark as a possible UV completion of the fermion portal. Limits
on dark photons decaying invisibly to dark sector fermions with a couplings gD are cur-
rently relatively weak, in the tens of GeV range, with the current best limits arising from
LEP [124]. Interestingly, such a heavy dark photon V has a sizeable mixing with the Stan-
dard Model Z boson, leading naturally to an axial vector current coupling with the SM
fermions. One can go from the eective approach to the simplied model (in the o-shell
dark photon limit) using
"lim =
M2V
2lim
p
4emgD
(5.5)
Noting that at rst order in the kinetic mixing " the axial vector coupling are 2-
suppressed where  MV =MZ  1, we have
~gu;11 =  ~gd;11 =  ~ge;11 '  
2e"
4c2W
; (5.6)
where cW is the cosine of the Weinberg angle. The vector couplings are not signicantly
modied as long as 2  1:
ge;11 =  e" =  3
2
gu;11 = 3gd;11 : (5.7)
An important point is that while production of dark sector states can now proceed
through either of the operators (including the signicant boost observed at low masses in the
axial-vector case), the lifetime depends on the sum of the two decay width. In particular,
\mixed" contributions where production proceeds through the axial-vector operator and
decays through the vector one dominates at low masses (when meson decay production for
0 and  dominate, as seen in section 2). We illustrate these eects and summarise the
bounds in gure 15, where we show the limits on " for MV = 20 GeV. Note that the limit
from FASER are conservative in that this experiment will have access to enough energy to
produce on-shell a dark photon of such mass.
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Figure 15. Limits and projected sensitivity to a heavy dark photon mediator coupled to dark
sector fermions, with MV = 20 GeV. LEP mono- bounds are shown in shaded blue. For limits
from 2 ! 1e+e , the dark green region is the exclusion from CHARM [46] and the 10 events
reach by SHiP is shown in dashed orange. We also show a projection for FASER from [66]. The
normalised splitting  is dened in eq. (2.4).
6 Conclusion
Light dark sectors are a class of new physics beyond the SM that present special challenges
and opportunities for discovery at the intensity frontier. Since they are neutral under
the SM gauge groups, dark sector elds only interact with the SM through so-called portal
operators | gauge singlet combinations of SM elds. Much work has been done on studying
the phenomenology of the three lowest-dimensional portal operators: the Higgs, vector,
and neutrino portals. Here we have presented a study of the next lowest-dimensional
\fermion" portal. We focused on the dimension-6 four-fermion operator combination of a
fermion portal to a pair of light dark sector fermions. The higher-dimensional nature of
this portal can arise naturally from the o-shell limit of one of the renormalisable portal
interactions. The scale suppression could moreover explain the weakness of the interaction
between visible and dark sectors. Our eective eld theory approach has the advantage
of encapsulating the phenomenology of light dark sectors interacting with the Standard
Model through heavy mediators in full generality.
In our study the typical production mechanisms at intensity frontier experiments
present several interesting modications compared to the standard vector or scalar portals,
for instance. Typically, light meson production is subdominant due to the scale suppres-
sion arising from the higher-dimensional nature of the portal. An interesting exception is
that light pseudo-scalar mesons can have a fully invisible two-body decay in the case of
the axial-vector fermion portal, leading to a strong enhancement of the reach of low-energy
experiments for such scenarios. Additionally, dierent phenomenology may be exhibited
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in bremsstrahlung production of light fermion pairs via an o-shell mediator at electron
beam dump experiments. Despite the scale suppression, this may be a relevant mechanism
that we will consider in future work.
Similarly, the detection strategies adopted for the renormalisable portals are modied
by the o-shell nature of the fermion portal. In particular, missing energy limits (e.g.
mono-photon searches at BaBar or Belle-II) only lead to weak bounds in our case due to
the absence of a resonance in the missing mass spectrum. Limits from the scattering or
decay of heavy dark sector states can also be adapted to the case of a fermion portal. To
place most of our limits on the fermion portal, we simulate the production and decay of
light states and use the comprehensive existing analyses for renormalisable portals, such as
dark photon and inelastic dark matter models, to estimate experimental eciencies. Note
that in this analysis, we do not consider possible dierences in experimental eciencies
due to kinematics. We also do not account for possible renormalisation group running and
consequent mixing of fermion portal operators between the various scales involved, which
can vary from MeV for decay processes to TeV for parton-level production at the LHC (see
e.g. refs. [125, 126] for the dark matter case). Our framework for applying limits on the
fermion portal is available as the public DarkEFT code (described in appendix B).
We outlined the parameter space coverage of existing and future experiments for both
vector and axial-vector operators, considering avour scenarios such as electromagnetically-
aligned or Z-aligned couplings and proto-phobic or pion-phobic couplings. Depending on
the nature of the operator, we found that the eective scale for light avours was typically
constrained to lie in the hundreds of GeV to TeV range for eective couplings g  O(1).
The combination of missing energy searches typically lead to the requirement that =
p
g &
500 GeV for dark fermion masses of up to a few GeV. There is a gap in the limits where the
eective eld theory approach breaks down when considering searches at LEP. This would
typically be excluded in a complete model including a kinematically accessible mediator.
This gap can also be mostly covered from limits from invisible meson decays when those are
available. For smaller dark sector masses up to m  100 MeV, astrophysical constraints
from SN1987A cooling play a key role in constraining the eective scale up to several
TeV, although the lower \trapping" bound has a strong model-dependence as discussed
in section 4. Limits from experiments involving heavy B and K mesons could extend the
sensitivity to eective scales in the tens of TeV. While we focused mostly on dark sector
elds heavier than several MeV, we also derived an order of magnitude estimate of around
5 TeV from Planck on the limits on the eective scale from Ne when the dark sector elds
behave as relativistic matter.
This paper has focused on fermion portal operators which are either avour-diagonal
in both lepton and quark sectors or avour-breaking in the quark sector. In particular
we do not currently consider avour-breaking operators in the leptonic sectors and leave
to future work limits on the neutrino-based operators. These should typically be gener-
ated in the UV along with leptonic ones | especially when considering the axial-vector
fermion portal operator. We also note that the restriction to fermion portal operators to
a pair of dark sector fermions, with a ( ) structure in the dark sector, is actually not
particularly restrictive for characterising the fermion portal more generally, since most of
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the phenomenology will depend on the SM part of the higher-dimensional operator. Our
results can then be considered as good guidelines for fermion portals to other dark sector
combinations (for instance S@S with S a dark scalar).
For future work there are more directions where the bounds can be either rened
or improved, some of which were discussed above. One important addition would be to
include and simulate the production rates from heavy meson decay and their detection
prospects in terms of decay or scattering in high energy frontier experiments. The order
of magnitude estimate for SHiP presented here points to limits signicantly stronger than
those from standard light invisible meson decays. Another renement of the limits would
be to simulate more thoroughly the production and decay of heavy dark sector states
through the fermion portal; in particular near short lifetime limits, where our conservative
estimates could be improved since the high-energy tail of the spectrum will dominate the
expected events. Other portal operators could also be investigated.
In this work we have taken a step towards a systematic study of the Standard Model
portal operators through which dark sectors necessarily interact. As the next decade be-
gins, the intensity frontier of particle physics could enable a thorough exploration of the
universe's dark sectors.
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A Meson decay amplitudes
In this appendix we detail the calculations and references used to obtain the eective
coupling and decay rates presented in sections 2.1 and 2.2.
Light meson two-body decays. In order to nd the various mesonic decay amplitude,
we need to determine the matrix element for the corresponding interpolating current. In the
case where the meson directly decays to two dark sector particles, this implies determining
the decay constant dened such that
h0j
X
q2u;d;s
~gq
2
(q5q) jM(p)i  ifM
2
p (A.1)
for the case of a pseudo-scalar meson M and as
h0j
X
q2u;d;s
gq
2
(qq) jV (")i  iMV fV
2
" (A.2)
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for the case of a vector meson V with polarisation vector ". The amplitude then follows
straightforwardly. For ; !, we use directly the summary from [127], which accounts for the
mixing eects between vector mesons. The decay constants associated to each quarks are:
f (u) = 222 MeV f
(u)
! = 192 MeV
f (d) = 210 MeV f
(d)
! = 201 MeV (A.3)
f = 233 MeV :
We can therefore straightforwardly project our operators on the interpolating current for
the vector mesons
A!= =
1p
2
 
uu dd ; A = ss
to obtain the eective couplings presented in table 2.
For the direct decay of a pseudo-scalar meson M !  in the case of axial-vector
current, we follow the approach for neutrino decays presented in [43], and extend it to the
 and 0 case using [128] to account for the mixing eects. In more details, we introduce
the currents A0 ;A8 as:
A0 =
1p
3

u5u+ d5d+ s5s

A8 =
1p
6

u5u+ d5d  2s5s (A.4)
And the corresponding decay constant f8 and f0 dened as
h0j Aa jM(p)i  ifap : (A.5)
In the two angle mixing scheme (see e.g [128]), the  and 0 are then represented by:
ji = cos 8A8 j0i   sin 0A0 j0i (A.6)0  = sin 8A8 j0i+ cos 0A0 j0i ; (A.7)
where 8   22 and 8   9. Finally, we can project our set of operators on the A0 ;A8
basis to obtain (using the usual shorthand notation for cos and sin as c; s):
f = f8c8
gu + gd   2gsp
6
  f0s0 gu + gd + gsp
3
(A.8)
f0 = f8s8
gu + gd   2gsp
6
+ f0c0
gu + gd + gsp
3
: (A.9)
Using the tted values f8 = 1:28f; f0 = 1:2f from [128], we obtain the results of table 2.
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Figure 16. (a) Triangle diagram approach to the radiative 0 decay. (b) VMD approach radiative
to the 0 decay
Light meson three-body decays. In the case of an \associated" radiative decay M !
X. We obtained the results from the main text using two distinct procedures. The
rst approach relies on the Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) advocated in [129] which
has already been used extensively for the case of new dark vector particles searches (see
e.g. [67, 130]). We dene the U(3) generators for the relevant mesons as:
T0 =
1
2
diag(1; 1; 0) T = 1
2
diag(1; 1; 0)
T =
1p
6
diag(1; 1; 1) T! = 1
2
diag(1; 1; 0) (A.10)
T0 =
1
2
p
3
diag(1; 1; 2) T =
1p
2
diag(0; 0; 1) ;
where we have used the same simplied approach with a single    0mixing angle  with
cos   p6=3 and sin    1=3 as in [67, 130] (see also [131]), based on [132]. Furthermore,
we can dene the electromagnetic and dark coupling matrices as:
Q =
e
3
diag(2; 1; 1)
QD = diag(gu; gd; gs) :
Using the Feynman rules following [129] and dening the coupling g  6:1, we rst
consider the amplitude for the process V ! , where V is a vector meson of polarisation
vector V :
AV! = M
2
V
g2
2Tr(TVQD) 
V
 u
v  MV f eV V uv : (A.11)
This leads to eective coupling constants within  10% of the complete results from [127]
used in table 2 (this result can also be recovered by taking the heavy dark vector limit based
on the expressions from [67, 130]). Based on the calculation of the 0 !  amplitude
from [129], we can now estimate the amplitude corresponding to the three-body decay of
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a pseudo-scalar meson P (p)! (q) 12 from gure 16(a) as:
jAP!j =

4jg!j  1
2g2

X
V=;!;
2Tr [QTV TP ] Tr [QDTV ]

(A.12)
 "q"(p   q)(u(1)v(2))
where we have used g! =   3g
2

82F
, with F ' 93 MeV. Note that we have neglected the
momentum dependence in the vector propagator so that it simply amounts to inserting a
1=M2V factor; we briey discuss this approximation at the end of this appendix. We can
deduce the eective coupling gP from the rst line of this equation. By comparing with
the coupling in the 0 !  case, we obtain:
gP = 12
X
V=;!;
Tr [QTV TP ] Tr [QDTV ] : (A.13)
This expression agrees with the one of table 2 (based on the second approach below) at
10% level for gu; gd and 30% level for gs, all the observed discrepancies are related to the
single angle scheme, and replacing the TP of  and 
0 by the two mixing angles scheme
which we will use below leads to perfect agreement.
The second approach builds directly on the eective amplitude for the radiative decay
of a 0 into a photon with polarisation " and a dark vector boson V of polarisation ~" :
APV  egQ
42F
"q" ~"
(pP   q) ; (A.14)
where the eective coupling is estimated from the triangular diagram presented in g-
ure 16(b) as (see [130, 132, 133])
gQ = 6Tr[QQDTP ] ; (A.15)
and where the TP matrices arises according to the quark content of the interpolating
currents of the pseudo-scalar mesons. We obtain the amplitude in our case for a vector-
current interaction by replacing the dark photon polarisation vector by the dark vector
current (12)=
2 (which is of course similar to integrating out the dark photon):
AP  egQ
42F2
"q"(u(1)v(2))(p
P
   q) : (A.16)
While the matrices TP have been described above, for the case of  and 
0meson, we
can go beyond the single mixing angle approach presented above using [128]. Dening
T0 =
1p
3
diag(1; 1; 1)
T8 =
1p
6
diag(1; 1; 2) ;
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we obtain
T =
fp
2f
(c0f0T8   s8f8T0) (A.17)
T0 =
fp
2f
( s0f0T8 + c8f8T0) ; (A.18)
where f = f0f8(c0c8 + s0s8) We can then use directly these matrices in eq. (A.15) to
recover the results presented in table 2.
Let us close this section by a comment regarding the Vector-Meson-Dominance ap-
proach. One of the main prediction of this approach, already noticed in [130], is the
presence of the propagator for the vector meson, leading in particular to resonances in
the case of dark photon production from 0 decay. In our approach, the vector meson can
decay directly to a pair of dark sector elds. This implies, rstly, that the resonance will
be automatically integrated over, limiting its eect and, secondly, for 0 decays where these
eects are relevant, the main production channel is in fact the direct decay ; ! ! 
which dominates over the associated 0! .
Heavy meson three-body decays. The amplitude for the three-body decay of a heavy
pseudo-scalar meson P1 to another meson P2 and two dark sector fermions 3; 4, proceed-
ing via a four-fermion operator with a vector coupling g12, can be written as
M(P1 ! P234) =  ig12
2
u(p3)
v(p4)f+(0)(p1 + p2) ; (A.19)
where we take the hadronic form factor f+(q
2) in the limit q2 ! 0. This approximation is
valid for light dark sector fermions and since the form factor only varies by O(1) factors
we shall make this assumption in our calculation [18].
Finally the three-body dierential decay width, averaging over spin states and inte-
grating over angles, is then given by
d  =
1
(2)3
1
32m31
jMj2dm223dm234 ; (A.20)
where m2ij = (pi + pj)
2. Note that m223 + m
2
34 + m
2
24 =
P4
i=1m
2
i . The decay width is
obtained by integrating over the phase space range
(m223)min = (m2 +m3)
2 ; (m223)max = (m1  m4)2 ; (A.21)
(m234)min = (E

3 + E

4)
2  
q
E3
2  m23 +
q
E4
2  m24
2
; (A.22)
(m234)max = (E

3 + E

4)
2  
q
E3
2  m23  
q
E4
2  m24
2
; (A.23)
with
E3 =
m223  m22 +m23
2m23
; (A.24)
E4 =
 m223  m24 +m21
2m23
: (A.25)
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B Available limits and DarkEFT companion code
In order to simplify the use of the results presented in this paper, we have released a
companion code DarkEFT, written in python and available at: https://github.com/Luc-
Darme/DarkEFT. Its main features are:
 A database of relevant analysis and limits, along with the relevant references and a
small description.
 Amplitudes for various relevant production and decay mechanisms for dark sector
states within the eective eld theory presented above.
 A set of tools to recast the stored limits to the fermion portal case.
Importing the main python module of the code can done as
import L im i t sL i s t as l im
DarkEFT allows to very simply recast existing limit for any choice of the eective couplings.
As an example, recasting the limits from the MiniBooNE collaboration from light dark
matter scattering presented in [28], for a electromagnetically-aligned vector operator and
for a splitting of 25% between 1 and 2 can be done by
gef fem=f"gu11" : 2 / 3 . , "gd11" : 1/3. , " g l11 " : 1.g
x i f u l l , L i m f u l l= lim . min iboone s ca t t e r i ng . r e c a s t ( 0 . 2 5 , geffem , "V" )
The full details and possibility of the code are presented directly in the Readme le. The
current sets of implemented limits are presented in table 7.
Notice that while most of the limits are obtained from recasting existing works, the
tools presented in this article can also be used to obtain naive estimate for various setups
(not including the detection and geometric eciency). for instance, limits from long-lived
state at SHiP are in fact a 10 events line obtained in this way.
The code also allows to recast a large sets of experiments and print directly the results
to les. For instance the following code
Exper imentsList=np . array ( [ " l snd decay " , " charm decay" , n
"babar monogam" , "belle2 monogam" ] )
g e f f Z a l=f"gu11" : 1 / 2 . , "gd11" : 1/2. , "gd22" : 1/2. , " g l11 " : 1/2 , " g l22 " : 1/2g
Lim , LabelLimit = lim . GetLimits ( ExperimentsList , 1 0 , g e f f Z a l , "AV" , True )
creates a list of analysis to be recasted, loads Z-aligned couplings for an axial-vector eective
operator and prints the resulting recasting into les. The output variable Lim contains a
python dictionary of array (M2;) with keys given in ExperimentsList.
We have nally enclosed with the distributed code various example les along with
some plotting routines, including those for generating all the plots in this paper.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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Experiment Search Ref. for recasting
MiniBooNE e  scattering [28], gure 24
NOA e  scattering [46], gure 2
SBND e  scattering [61], gure 9b
SHiP e  scattering [61], gure 24a
MATHUSLA 2 ! 1e+e  decay [66], gure 7
FASER 2 ! 1e+e  decay [66], gure 7
SeaQuest 2 ! 1e+e  decay [34], gure 12
LSND 2 ! 1e+e  decay [63], gure 5a or [121], gure 6
CHARM 2 ! 1e+e  decay [122], gure 1e
SHiP 2 ! 1e+e  decay 10 events line
BaBar mono-photon [68], gure 4
Belle-II mono-photon [68], gure 4
LEP mono-photon [72] Figure 2
ATLAS mono-jet [73] and [36] Figure 7
NA62 Inv. 0;K meson decay [84]
BES Inv. J=	 meson decay [78]
BaBar Inv. ; B meson decay [77, 80, 81]
Belle (II) Inv. B meson decay [79, 82]
E949/787 Inv. K meson decay [83]
SN1987A cooling [96]
SN1987A cooling, 0 !  [105]
Table 7. List of experimental searches currently implemented, along with some details about the
process. Note that for SHiP decay limits, the 10-event limits are obtained directly using the tools
described in this paper
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